What's Next: Movement
People, Goods and Services
October 19, 2012
Movement—People, Goods and Services

Moderators: Lauralee Martin & Richard Gollis

Thought Leaders: Robin Chase & Jim Curtis

Table Leaders: Lynn Carlton, Alice Connell, Greg Hummel, Kirk Humphreys, Carl Koebel, Diana Reid, Greg Senkevitich
Complete the Following Phrase:

**One** Thing I would like to get out of this session is....
Complete the Following Phrase:

One “Ah-Ha” Moment in the earlier session this morning was....
Round #1—Movement of People
Robin & Jim Complete the Following:

- The most important new “game changer” I see is.....
- A leader who is making it happen is.....
- The best practice I am using as a role model is.....
- What I am doing about it in my company/my life is.....
- The real estate opportunity is.....
Round #1—Movement of People
Each Table Completes the Following:

• The game changer(s) could be replicated in my enterprise or community (Yes or No)

• Other game changers or best practices for me are….

• The best example of leadership I have seen in this area is….
Round #2—Movement of Goods, Services
Robin & Jim Complete the Following:

• The most important new “game changer” I see is….
• A leader who is making it happen is….
• The best practice I am using as a role model is….
• What I am doing about it in my company/my life is….
• The real estate opportunity is….
Round #2—Movement of Goods, Services
Each Table Completes the Following:

• The game changer(s) could be replicated in my enterprise or community (Yes or No)

• Other game changers or best practices for me are....

• The best example of leadership I have seen in this area is....
Round #2—Movement of Goods, Services
Each Table Completes the Following:

The game changer(s) could be replicated in my enterprise or community (Yes or No)

Other game changers or best practices for me are…

The best example of leadership I have seen in this area is….
Round #3—Movement
Robin & Jim Complete the Following:

One Thing that is missing from our discussion this morning is…. 
Round #3—Movement
Each Table Completes the Following:

One Thing that is missing from our discussion this morning is....
Complete the Following Phrase:

One **Thing** I am going to do tomorrow with what I learned this morning is....
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Complete the Following Phrase:

One _Leadership Lesson_ I can learn from a company outside the real estate business is…
Complete the Following Phrase:

One Enterprise outside the real estate space from which I could learn is....